Harmonic operation of a free-electron-laser amplifier is studied. The key issue investigated here is suppression of the fundamental. For a tapered amplifier with the right choice of parameters, it is found that the presence of the harmonic mode greatly reduces the growth rate of the fundamental. A limit on the reAection coefficient of the fundamental mode that will ensure stable operation is derived. The relative merits of tripling the frequency by operating at the third harmonic versus decreasing the wiggler period by a factor of 3 are discussed. The existence of higher harmonics in the emission spectrum of a FEL was predicted in a number of theoretical publications, ' and has been measured in several experiments. However, these experiments were designed to operate in the fundamental mode; harmonic generation, which was weak, was merely a by-product associated with bunching of the electron beam in a linearly polarized wiggler. It would be desirable to construct a FEL in which the harmonic mode, rather than the fundamental, dominated. The primary difficulty with such an approach is that the fundamental mode has a larger growth rate than the harmonic, and tends to dominate in the nonlinear regime. This is an especially serious problem in an oscillator as experiments run for many growth times. In an amplifier with an injected signal, on the other hand, it is only necessary to reduce the growth rate of the fundamental enough so that its amplitude is still small at the end of the device. For this reason we investigate an amplifier in which a signal is injected at the harmonic frequency and the fundamental is allowed to grow from noise. The goal of our analysis is to understand how the presence of the harmonic effects the growth rate of the fundamental.
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We consider a one-dimensional model in which the radiation undergoes spatial amplification as it interacts with an electron beam in a wiggler magnetic field. The vector potential for the wiggler field is written A~&gg)e A~(z )cosp (z )x where dp/dz =k"(z), and the amplitude A and wiggler wave number k"are specified functions of z. The radiation field is composed of a superposition of plane waves with slowly varying amplitudes and phases. For simplicity, we neglect dispersion; i.e. , the radiation field is independent of transverse position and its group velocity is c, the speed of light. With these simplifications, the x component of the radiation field is expressed as A"= g A"(z,t )e " " +c.c. ,
where co"and k"are, respectively, the frequency and Assuming that the particle energy stays close to the resonant energy mpc y"and the radiation amplitudes (z)e ™ "r and A, (z) are slowly varying functions of z and t, the phase y evolves according to
. p, (. ', y(. ') )
where z is the position of the particle at time t and p, is the axial velocity of a resonant particle (resonant will be defined below) normalized to the speed of light:
1+a'(z) cos'p P, zrt = 1-yr [Recall that dp/dz =k"(z).] Here a (z) =qA"(z)/mpc is the wiggler parameter (qp and mp are the particle charge and mass, respectively), and mpc y" is the reso- (12) and (13a) below, after we have specified the dependence of y"(g) on g.
The normalized field amplitude a"(g) is defined in terms of A"(z) as a" (0) «y"which is usually satisfied in practice, the expressions for C"(()and e(g) simplify considerably:'
with x -= a"(g)/4[1+a"(()/2] and n odd.
Excluding the frequency resolution Ao, which is arbitrary, and the harmonic number s, for which we chose s =3 (third harmonic), the system depends on seven parameters: a"(0), rl" ill, tI"P, g"and gf. In our analysis we chose a value of p and a (0), adjusted rl" tl", and g, to optimize the gain of the harmonic, and then adjusted g, and readjusted g~t o minimize the gain of the fundamental.
We let (f, the total length of the system in normalized units, be 60 and the initial amplitude of the harmonic, a,o, be 0.01. This allowed the harmonic to get well into the nonlinear regime with a tapered section about 5 times longer than the untapered section. where tl", rl"p, g"and gf are parameters which we choose (g, is the position where tapering starts, gf is the final value of g), and e(g) is the Heavyside step function.
Using the expression for y, (g) given in Eq. (1 la (14)], so the ratio of the third-harmonic gain to the fundamental gain at one-third the wiggler is k; (n =3, a"(k"), A, ")/k;(n = I,a"(A,"/3),X /3) .
Thus, for a given value of a"(X") and X, 
